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Abstract
In the near future as alternatives to humans, such autonomous mobile devices as robots and un-
manned aerial vehicles are expected to search for and actuate diverse emergent events whose location
and number in occurrences are unknown. When an autonomous mobile device searches for and ac-
tuates an unknown event, it seeks events based on sensing the physical information emitted by them,
such as smell and temperature, and when reaching an event, it processes them based on its actuating
function. Typical examples of unknown events include, in a disaster damaged structures, rescueers,
and target resources in the resource search. Based on the property of the event, an autonomous mobile
device is required to finish the search for and actuate a larger number of events within a limited time.
To achieve the above issue, most of existing methods have improved the performance of the
functions in a single device. However, the single device scheme is restricted by its performance; to
overcome such restrictions, a multiple-device scheme is necessary. Consider multiple autonomous
mobile-device schemes that search for and actuate multiple unknown events. The approach is divided
into independent and cooperative schemes. In the independent search scheme, each device indepen-
dently searches for and actuates unknown events. Although such schemes have high parallelism to
search for and actuate events, their searching and actuating capacities depend on capacity of a single
device. In the cooperative scheme, each device collaboratively searches for and actuates unknown
events by sharing its information. Although this scheme creates high capability to search for and
actuate events, searching for and actuating multiple unknown events is sequentially processing, and
so it spends too much time on searching for and actuating multiple events. Therefore, the scheme
in searching for and actuating multiple unknown events with multiple autonomous mobile devices is
required that it appropriately balances parallelism and collaboration.
Therefore, this thesis proposes a Mobile Sensing Cluster (MSC), which expands Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) and dynamically forms multiple swarms with multiple autonomous mobile de-
ix
vices to achieve appropriate balancing parallelism and collaboration when searching for and actuating
multiple unknown events.
x
Chapter 1
Introduction
In the near future as alternatives to humans, autonomous mobile devices, such as robots and un-
manned aerial vehicles, are expected to be used to search for and actuate diverse emergent events
whose locations and numbers in occurrences are unknown[1][2]. When an autonomous mobile de-
vice searches for and actuates an unknown event, it seeks an event based on sensing such physical
information emitted by the event as smell and temperature. When it reaches the event, it processes the
event based on its actuating function. Typical examples of an unknown event include, in a disaster,
a damaged part of a structure, rescueers, and a target resource in a resource search. Based on the
event’s property, an autonomous mobile device is required to finish the search for and actuate more
events within a limited time.
To achieve the above issue, most of existing methods focus on improving the performance func-
tions in a single device [3], such as driving function, sensing function, etc. However, the single device
scheme is restricted by its performance, and to overcome such restrictions, a multiple-device scheme
is necessary. Consider multiple autonomous mobile-device schemes that search for and actuate mul-
tiple unknown events. The approach is divided into independent and cooperative schemes. In the
independent search scheme, each device independently searches for and actuates unknown events.
Although such schemes have high parallelism to search for and actuate events, their searching and
actuating capacities depend on capacity of a single device. In the cooperative scheme, each device
collaboratively searches for and actuates unknown events by sharing its information. Although this
scheme creates high capability to search for and actuate events, searching for and actuating multiple
unknown events is sequentially processing, and so it spends too much time on searching for and actu-
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Figure 1.1: Outline.
ating multiple events. Therefore, the scheme in searching for and actuating multiple unknown events
with multiple autonomous mobile devices is required that it appropriately balances parallelism and
collaboration.
This thesis proposes a Mobile Sensing Cluster (MSC) to search for and actuate a large number of
events whose location and number in occurrences are unknown for a limited time.
MSC expands Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)[4] to achieve appropriate balancing parallelism
and collaboration in searching for and actuating multiple unknown events and can dynamically form
multiple swarms. In MSC with wireless communications, each devise shares searching for and ac-
tuating information among its neighbors and forms multiple swarms with devicesj to search for and
actuate multiple unknown events. In this thesis, three schemes are proposed for MSC and applied to
the following assumptions for events:
• The strength of the physical information emitted by an event increases accordingly as approach-
ing event, and the events are distinguishable from each other based on its emitting physical
information such as radio waves, which are artificially structuralized for data communications
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and event’s identify is inserted into the structures.
• The strength of the physical information emitted by an event monotonically increases accord-
ingly as approaching event, and the events are indistinguishable from each other based on its
emitting physical information such as natural phenomenon, which is unstructuralized and in-
cludes no information that can distinguish events.
• The strength of the physical information emitted by an event includes random error, for exam-
ple, the error is fading of radio waves, and fluctuates complexly by the error and the events are
distinguishable from each other based on its emitting physical information.
Fig.1.1 shows the outline of this thesis. Chapter 2 describes related work, and chapter 3 proposes an
MSC for the strength of the physical information emitted by an event that monotonically increases ac-
cording as approaching an event and a distinguishable event from each other. In chapter 4, a mutation
MSC for the strength of the physical information emitted by an event that monotonically increases ac-
cordingly as approaching an event but an indistinguishable event from each other is proposed. Chapter
5 proposes a dynamic swarm-scale MSC for the strength of the physical information from events with
random error and a distinguishable event from each other. Finally in chapter 6, conclusions are shown.
3

Chapter 2
Related Works
This chapter focuses on previous research in swarm intelligence and swarm robotics.
2.1 Swarm Intelligence
Swarm intelligence (SI), which is a kind of an artificial intelligence, is an optimization algorithm
based on the behavior of animals or insects [5][6][7]. An SI system usually consists of a group of
simple individuals autonomously controlled by a plain set of rules and local interaction [8][9]. A
swarm can complete the tasks that a complex individual can do with high robustness, flexibility, and
low cost [10][11].
As an example of SI, algorithms based on schools of fish, ant colonies, and bee colonies are shown
below.
2.1.1 Particle swarm optimization
Particle swarm optimization (POS) [12][13], inspired by the swarm behavior of flocks of birds
and schools of fish, is a mathematical search model based on multiple particles. Each particle has a
location and a velocity, and its own location is evaluated using a fitness function. The velocity of each
particle is derived by its personal and global bests(Fig.2.1). The former is its best previous location,
and the latter is the best previous location of all the particles [14][15][16].
5
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Figure 2.1: Update rule of PSO.
2.1.2 Reynolds flocking model
The Reynolds flocking model [17], which simulates the swarming behavior of birds, was intro-
duced in 1987. Each agent moves based on the following three rules [18][19](Fig.2.2):
• alignment: agents adjust their velocity to that of their neighbor agents;
• cohesion: agents are attracted to the average position of their neighboring agents;
• separation: agents are repulsed by their neighboring agents.
2.1.3 Ant colony optimization
Ant colony optimization (ACO) presents a main class of stochastic search algorithms that was in-
troduced for solving difficult optimization problems [20][21][22]. ACO was inspired by the foraging
behavior of ant colonies. It is based on the indirect communication among ants mediated by trails
of a chemical substance called pheromone, which allows them to solve the shortest path problems
between their nests and food sources [23][24][25].
ACO calculates approximate solutions in traveling salesman problems and is especially effective
for graphs that change dynamically [26]. The algorithm is expected to be applied to routing networks
and traffic systems, etc.
6
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Figure 2.2: Three vectors of Reynolds Flocking Model.
2.1.4 Artificial bee colony
Artificial bee colony (ABC) is an algorithm that simulates the swarm intelligence integration of
a bee’s colony in foraging activities [27][28]. In ABC, bees are divided into three groups based on
the division of labor: honey bees, followers, and scouts. The honey bee randomly searches for nectar
within the defined domain and shares such information with the followers who select the best nectar
in the vicinity. Scout bees are formed by honey bees that abandoned the nectar because they had
already collected more than a predetermined number of cycles or only collected a small amount of
honey [29][30].
2.2 Consensus Problem
Multiple agent systems, which cooperatively control arbitrary systems by multiple agents, are ex-
pected to be used in the field of sensor networks or to control autonomous robots. In such systems, the
velocity of robots and the sensing data values converge to an arbitrary value called a consensus prob-
lem [31][32]. Only obtaining a consensus among multiple agents, the systems address the formation
of a single swarm [33].
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2.3 Genetic Algorithm and Mutation
The genetic algorithm (GA) is a meta-heuristic search algorithm that references natural selection
and a genetic mechanism of nature [34][35]. As a computational model that simulates the biological
evolution process of Darwin’s genetic selection theory, it is a completely new global optimization al-
gorithm. Its operation manages the objects of every member of the group and creates a new generation
by choosing, crossing, and mutating [36][37].
Mutation prevents a collapse into a local solution by randomly replacing a chromosome’s genetic
information [38].
2.4 Swarm Robotics
2.4.1 Definition of swarm robotics
Swarm robotics is a new approach to the coordination of multi-robot systems that consist of large
numbers of mostly simple physical robots [44]. A desired collective behavior emerges from the
interaction among the robots and their interaction with the environment. This approach emerged in
the field of artificial swarm intelligence as well as the biological study of insects, ants, and other fields
in nature where swarm behavior occurs.
Swarm robotics research studies the design of a large amount of relatively simple robots, their
physical bodies, and their controlling behaviors. The individuals in the swarm are generally uncom-
plicated, small, and inexpensive to exploit a large population [39]. A key component of the system is
its communication between the agents in the group, which is normally local, and guarantees that the
system is scalable and robust [40].
2.4.2 Comparison to a single robot system
To complete a complex task, a single robot must be designed with a complicated structure and
control modules that increase the resulting design, construction, and maintenance costs [41][42].
A single robot is especially vulnerable because a small broken part might affect the whole system,
and predicting the consequences is difficult. Swarm robotics can achieve the same ability through
inter-group cooperation and exploiting the reusability of simple agents and low construction and
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maintenance costs [43].
A single robot is inspired from human behaviors by comparing the corresponding nature species
of these research areas from which social animals inspired swarm robotics. Due to the restrictions of
current technology, simulating human interactions using machines or computers is difficult; applying
the mechanisms in animal groups is easier. This realization suggests a bright future for swarm robotics
for dealing with complex and large-scale problems.
2.4.3 General model of swarm robotics
The swarm robotics model is a key component of cooperative algorithms that control the behaviors
and interactions of all individuals. In it, the robots in the swarm require such basic functions as
sensing, communication, motioning, etc.
The model is divided into three modules based on the functions utilized to accomplish the fol-
lowing three kinds of behavior: information exchange, basic, and advanced behavior. Information
exchange is inevitable when the robots cooperate with one another, and is the core part for control-
ling swarm behaviors. The basic behavior of individuals include functions such as motioning and
local planning which is one of most significant differences of swarm robotics than the multi-agent
and sensor network systems. The advanced behavior is a task decomposition, task allocation, adap-
tive learning, etc. Among the three modules, information exchange plays the most critical role in the
model. The robots in the swarm exchange information and distribute it to the whole swarm through
autonomous behavior that results in swarm-level cooperation [45].
2.4.4 Existing projects
2.4.4.1 Swarm-bots project
Swarm-bots is defined as an artifact composed of a swarm of several mobile robots(called s-
bots) that can operate both autonomously and as a group, and s-bots is a comprehensive study on
autonomous self-assembly with a new collective and mobile reconfigurable robotic system [46][47].
Each s-bots is a fully autonomous mobile robot capable of performing based tasks such as autonomous
navigation, perception of the environment and grasping of object. In addition to these features, an s-
bots is able to communicate with other s-bots and physically connect to them in flexible ways, thus
9
forming the swarm-bots. The project developed both simulation and entity robots and presented their
results on the two platform [48][49].
2.4.4.2 Swarmanoid project
The Swarmanoid project has extended the work done in the Swarm-bots project to three dimen-
sional environment. The project is an innovative swarm robotics system composed of three different
robot types with complementary skills: foot-bots are small autonomous robots specialized in mov-
ing on both even and uneven terrains, capable of self-assembling and of transporting object or other
robots; hand-bots are autonomous robots capable of climbing some vertical surfaces and manipulat-
ing small objects; and eye-bots are autonomous flying robots that can attach to an indoor ceiling,
capable of analyzing the environment from a privileged position to collectively gather information
inaccessible to foot-bots and hand-bots [50].
Swarmanoid exploits the heterogeneity and complementarity of its constituent robot types to carry
out complex tasks in large, three-dimensional, man-made environments. Humanoid robots are usually
assumed to be the most efficient robot type for man-made environments. One of the goals of the
swarmanoid project was to refute this assumption. The system has no centralized control and relies
on continued local and nonlocal interactions to produce collective self-organized behavior.
2.4.4.3 Pheromone robotics project
The Pheromone Robotics Project, started in 2000, is coordinated by Professor David. The project
aims to provide a robust, scalable approach for achieving the swarm level behaviors using a large
number of small-scale robots in surveillance, reconnaissance, hazard detection, path finding, payload
conveyance and small-scale actuation [51]. The team exploited the notion of a virtual pheromone,
and implemented the simple beacons and directional sensors mounted on each robot. The virtual
pheromones only facilitate simple communication and coordination with little on-board processing
[52].
2.4.4.4 iRobot swarm project
iRobot Swarm Project is projected by MIT for cooperating over 100 robots. The goal of the project
is to develop the distributed algorithms for robotic swarms composed of hundreds of individual robots
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robust to complex real-world environment and tolerant to the addition or failure of any number of
individuals. The project team has developed a global monitoring device and an automatic charging
station. The most of work of the project was done by Mclurkin and his colleagues[53].
2.4.4.5 E-puck education robot
The main goal of E-puck education robot project is to develop a miniature mobile robot for ed-
ucation use. The robots have several features specialized for such purpose. The robots have a clean
mechanical structure simple to understand, operate and maintain. The robots are cheap and flexible,
and can cover a large spectrum of educational activities thanks to a large potential in sensors, pro-
cessing power and extensions [54]. Researches based on e-puck project have already exceeded 60 by
the end of 2010. The potential educational fields include mobile robotics, real-time programming,
embedded system, signal processing, image or sound feature extraction, humanemachine interaction
or collective system.
2.5 Comparison between search algorithms in related works
In this section, we compare the search algorithm in related works from the point of view of a
searching unknown multiple events in real environment with following four items.
• Cooperative search : whether the algorithm can cooperate among multiple agents in searching
an event.
• Collision avoidance : whether the algorithm consider collisions among agents.
• Continuous search : whether the algorithm can continuously search for multiple unknown
events.
• Parallel search control : whether the algorithm can search for multiple events in parallel with
emerged multiple swarms.
In Fig.2.1, the comparison between search algorithms in related works with the above items is shown.
Brute force search algorithm, such as Breath First Search[55] or Depth First Search[56], can
search cooperatively with multiple agents, and it can consider the collision avoidance among agents.
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However, the algorithm search all area, where events occur, therefore, its search area should be preset
and constrained. Furthermore, it does not consider a continuous search and parallel search control.
PSO search for an event cooperatively among multiple agents by forming a swarm. However,
since PSO is a mathematical search model, it does not consider physical restrictions, which are col-
lisions between agents and the range of communication among them, and cannot search for multiple
events continuously. In addition, PSO does not show the parallel search mechanism with multiple
swarm.
The Reynolds flocking model has no function to search for an event because its algorithm main-
tains a swarm’s form, which is organized by multiple agents.
ACO and ABC can search an event cooperatively with other agents. The both algorithms is a
mathematical search model, so it does not consider collisions among agents. ABC can continuously
search for multiple events. ACO and ABC don’t have the parallel search control, so the both algo-
rithms cannot search in parallel.
As described above, all the search algorithms in the comparison are short of the capabilities to
search for multiple unknown events.
12
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Chapter 3
Mobile Sensing Cluster
In this chapter, we propose MSC, and we discuss the following two mechanisms that comprise
MSC:
• a search and actuation mechanism based on PSO for unknown events using wireless communi-
cations as the interaction between mobile devices;
• a dynamic multiple-swarming mechanism that extends PSO to achieve appropriate balancing
of parallelism and collaboration in searching for and actuating multiple unknown events.
The search and actuation mechanism based on PSO utilizes wireless communications and forms
swarm with multiple autonomous mobile devices. The dynamic multiple-swarming mechanism di-
vides a swarm into multiple swarms or aggregates it with multiple swarms, based on searching for
and actuating multiple unknown events.
3.1 MSC assumption
MSC assumes that an autonomous mobile device has the following functions:
• a drive function and can autonomously move;
• a sensor function with which it estimates its location;
• a wireless communication function to share searching and actuating information with its neigh-
bors;
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• a sensor function for physical information emitted by events, each of which can distinguish and
sense the physical information’s strength;
• an actuating function for events with which it can process or capture them;
• a recognition function that can determine whether it has reached an event. When it has, it can
change from searching to its actuating function.
• changing from actuating to searching when it cannot sense physical information from event
actuation: that is, when the event actuation has been processed or captured.
We assume the following physical information is emitted by an event:
• the physical information’s strength emitted by an event monotonically increases as approaching
an event.
• the physical information from an event includes information with which each device can be
distinguished.
3.2 Search and actuation mechanism based on PSO using wire-
less communications
This section describes the PSO algorithm, the general MSC model based on wireless communi-
cations, the selection leader, the collision-avoidance control, and the continuous search control.
3.2.1 PSO algorithm
The PSO algorithm, which is a distributed algorithm and works in each particle, is formulated as
follows:
vi(t + 1) = wvi(t) + c1r1(xPbesti (t) − xi(t))
+c2r2(xGbest(t) − xi(t))
(3.1)
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xi(t + 1) = xi(t) + vi(t + 1), (3.2)
where t is an iteration, vi(t) is the velocity vector of particle i at iteration t, w is the weight of inertia
vector, xPbesti (t) is a personal best location at iteration t, x
Gbest
i (t) is a global best at iteration t, c1 is a
selfish parameter, c2 is a social parameter, r1 and r2 are uniformly distributed random numbers, and
xi(t) is the location of particle i at iteration t.
As described above, the particle in the PSO algorithm updates the vector and the location based on
the personal and global bests to approach a solution: an event. In Eq.(3.1), the personal best creates
selfish behavior based on the particle’s information by the particle itself, and the global best creates
unselfish behavior based on information from the entire swarm.
3.2.2 General MSC model
To search for and actuate unknown events in the real world, based on the PSO algorithm, the
general MSC model works in each autonomous mobile device and is formulated as follows:
vi(t + 1) = wvi(t) + pbi(t)(xPbesti (t) − xi(t))
+lbi(t)(xLbest(t) − xi(t))
(3.3)
xi(t + 1) = xi(t) + vi(t + 1), (3.4)
where t is time, vi(t) is the velocity vector of device i at time t, pbi(t) is the weight of the personal
best, lbi(t) is the weight of the local best, xPbesti (t) is the personal best’s location, and x
Lbest
i (t) is the
best location of the neighbor devices, which will be described in Eq.(3.6).
The personal best shows a location where an autonomous mobile device has determined based on
its own sensing of the physical information’s strength from the event(Fig.3.1):
• If an autonomous mobile device determines that it is approaching an event, its personal best is
randomly updated around the current moving direction.
• Otherwise, the personal best is randomly updated around the opposite direction to the current
moving direction:
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Area of
Figure 3.1: Area of the personal best.
xPbesti (t) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
||vi(t − 1)||(cos(α + β), sin(α + β)) + xi(t)
i f EPbesti (t − 1) > EPbesti (t)
−||vi(t − 1)||(cos(α + β), sin(α + β)) + xi(t)
otherwise.
(3.5)
Here EPbesti (t) is the personal best evaluation value of device i at time t, α is the angle of vi(t− 1) with
axis x, and β is a random angle in [−θ, θ].
The personal best evaluation value corresponds to the distance between a device and an event, and
the distance is derived by the device based on its sensing of the physical information’s strength from
an event. The details in the personal best evaluation value are described in section 3.2.3.
MSC assumes that the device interacts with each other by wireless communications. Therefore,
the interaction among devices is restricted by the range of wireless communications and to local areas.
Accordingly, in Eq.(3.3) of MSC, the third item is not the global best; it is the local best. The local
best, which is the location of a neighbor nearest an event, is formulated:
xLbesti (t) = X
(
l|l = min
j∈neighbori(t)
EPbestj (t)
)
, (3.6)
where X(l) is location of device l and neighbori(t) is a set of devices that are found at t as neighbor
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devices of device i. The distance between a neighbor and an event is expressed by the local best
evaluation value whose details are also described in section 3.2.3.
3.2.3 Evaluation value
To derive the personal and local bests, MSC defines three evaluation values: personal best, local
best, and self-evaluation values.
• The personal best evaluation, whose value shows the distance from the nearest event in all the
events discovered by the device, is derived as follows:
EPbesti (t) = mink∈discoveryi(t)
EKi (t), (3.7)
where discoveryi(t) is a set of discovered events by device i at t and EKi (t) is an evaluation value
showing the distance from event K based on the sensing of physical-information strength from
K in device i at t.
• The local best evaluation value shows the minimum distance in a set of the distance between
a neighbor and an event and is derived based on the self-evaluation value, which shows the
distance to an event in each device:
ELbesti (t) = minj∈neighbori(t)
E j(t), (3.8)
where ELbesti (t) is the local best evaluation value of device i at t and E j(t) is a self-evaluation
value of device j at t.
• A self-evaluation value shows the distance to an event. If the personal best evaluation value is
less than the personal best evaluation values of the neighbors in the wireless communications
range, the self-evaluation value is the personal best evaluation value; otherwise, it is the sum
of the local best evaluation value and the distance to the local best, which is a location of a
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neighbor that corresponds to the local best:
Ei(t) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
EPbesti (t)
i f EPbesti (t) < minj∈neighbori(t)
EPbestj (t)
ELbesti +C
Lbest
i (t)
otherwise.
(3.9)
Here Ei(t) is the self-evaluation value of device i at t, and CLbesti (t) is the distance to the local
best of device i at t.
3.2.4 Selection of a leader to form a swarm
MSC selects a device with a minimum personal best value for an event as a swarm’s leader, which
only moves based on the personal best value. The devices other than the leader (followers) just move
based on the local best value; that is, the leader selfishly moves to an event, and the followers follow
the leader, and a swarm that searches for an event is formed by the leader and the followers. To realize
emergence of the above behavior and formation of a swarm, the weights of the personal and local best
values are derived:
pbi(t) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1 i f EPbesti (t) < minj∈neighbori(t)
EPbestj (t)
0 otherwise.
(3.10)
lbi(t) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 i f EPbesti (t) < minj∈neighbori(t)
EPbestj (t)
1 otherwise.
(3.11)
Based on Eqs.(3.10) and (3.11), the leader dynamically changes, and a swarm is always formed
by selecting the nearest device to an event as the leader.
3.2.5 Collision-avoidance control
MSC extends collision avoidance in the Reynolds flocking model. All devices have collision-
avoidance vectors that repel other devices. A collision-avoidance vector is derived from the distance
between itself and its neighbor devices. The vector, which becomes a strong repulsion vector as a
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Figure 3.2: The vector and location update rules, including the collision-avoidance vectors.
device moves closer to its neighbor, is derived:
−−−→
S i(t) = ci3
∑
j∈n
−−−→
Vji(t)
||Vji(t)||(di j(t))k
, (3.12)
where ci3 is the avoidance weight of device i,
−−−→
Vji(t) is the velocity vector to device i from device j, n
is a set of the neighbor devices of device i, di j is the distance between devices i and j, and k is the
avoidance degree.
The vector and location update rules, including the collision-avoidance vectors, are described(Fig.3.2):
vi(t + 1) = wvi(t) + pbi(t)(xPbesti (t) − xi(t))
+lbi(t)(xLbest(t) − xi(t)) +
−−−→
S i(t)
(3.13)
xi(t + 1) = xi(t) + vi(t + 1), (3.14)
where ⃗S i(t) is the collision-avoidance vector.
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3.2.6 Search and actuation phases
MSC repeatedly switches the behavior between the search and actuation phases. In the search
phase, as described above, devices search for events by communicating with other neighbor devices
based on Eqs.(3.3) and (3.4). If the device senses the strength of the physical information above a
threshold, it determines that it has reached an event and enters the actuation phase.
In the actuation phase, to stay within a range where the physical information is strong above
a threshold, the device decelerates and adjusts the distance among its neighbors to evenly disperse
them. The velocity vector in Eq.(3.3) and the collision-avoidance weight in Eq.(3.12) are derived:
ci3 =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
cS earch3 i f Ei > T
cS earch3 /n otherwise.
(3.15)
vi(t) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
vi(t)
|vi(t)|
Mupper i f |vi(t)| > Mupper
vi(t) otherwise,
(3.16)
where cS earch3 is the separation weight in the search phase, n is an integer, T is a threshold entering the
actuation phase, and Mupper is the upper limit of the velocity per second.
In the actuation phase, if a device becomes unable to sense the physical information from an event
within a certain period, it determines that the actuation of an event is completed. Then, to search for
other events, it discards the current evaluation values and returns to the search phase.
3.2.7 Continuous search mechanism
If multiple events exist, continuous search and actuation are required for multiple events after a
swarm has completely searched and actuated an event. When PSO completes its search for a solution,
it ends its search; it does not search continuously.
If a device does not continuously sense the physical information during a period in the actuation
phase, MSC discards the personal and local best evaluation values, switches behavior to the search
phase, and restarts to search for other events.
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3.2.8 Wireless communications among multiple mobile devices
MSC uses wireless communications to interact with devices based on the information among
them. Each device advertises the following information and shares it among neighboring devices
with wireless communications:
• self-location
• personal best evaluation value
• self-evaluation value.
Each device utilizes the above interactive information among neighbors for updating their loca-
tions, their best evaluation values, and the leader’s selection.
3.3 Dynamic multiple-swarming mechanism
MSC dynamically forms multiple swarms to search for and actuate multiple events in parallel.
The dynamic multiple-swarm mechanism selects a leader for individual events to realize emergence
of the division behavior in swarms. Furthermore, to realize emergence of the behavior that boosts the
swarm’s division and formation of an impartial swarm size among multiple swarms, MSC introduces
an event-crowd degree for deriving the personal best evaluation value and a neighbor-crowd degree
for deriving the local best evaluation value.
3.3.1 Multiple leaders for dividing a swarm into multiple swarms
As described in section 3.2.4, only one device is selected as a leader in a swarm. The dynamic,
multiple-swarming mechanism selects multiple leaders to search for and actuate multiple events. To
divide a swarm into multiple swarms based on multiple events, a leader is selected for individual
events:
• Each device selects an event with a minimum personal best value in all the sensing eventsɽ
• Each device advertises the selecting event and its personal best evaluation value to its neighbors.
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• Each device scans the advertisements from its neighbors and compares its personal best evalu-
ation value for the selected event with those of all its neighbors.
• The devices with minimum personal best evaluation value behave as leaders.
According to the above selection, the weights of the personal and local best values are revised:
pbi(t) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1 i f EPbest(K)i (t) < minj∈neighbori(t)
{EPbest(K)j (t)}
0 otherwise.
(3.17)
lbi(t) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 i f EPbest(K)i (t) < minj∈neighbori(t)
{EPbest(K)j (t)}
1 otherwise.
(3.18)
Here EPbest(K)i (t) is a personal best evaluation value of device i for event K at t.
The event-crowd degree derives a personal best value to control the number of devices in a swarm.
The event-crowd degree for event K accords with the number of neighboring devices in a swarm that
is approaching event K. By applying the event-crowd degree to the personal best evaluation value,
that is, by adding the event-crowd degree to the personal best evaluation value, the personal best
evaluation value for events approached by many devices becomes high; another new leader can be
selected to search for other events in a swarm that divides it into multiple swarms. The event-crowd
degree and personal best evaluation value to which the event-crowd degree is applied are derived:
Dki (t) = {x|x ∈ neighbori(t), Pk(x, t)} (3.19)
EPbest(K)i (t) = mink∈discoveryi(t)
{EPbest(k)i (t) + c4|DKi (t)|}, (3.20)
where PK(x, t) is a set of devices approaching event K at t, DKi (t) is a set of event-crowd degrees for
event K of device i, |DKi (t)| is the number of elements of DKi (t), and c4 is a parameter of a coefficient
of the event-crowd degree.
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Figure 3.3: Area of neighbor-crowd degree.
3.3.2 Impartial swarm size among multiple swarms
To optimize the search and actuation mechanism based on multi-swarms, the swarm size, which
is the number of devices that form a swarm, must be impartial among multiple swarms. To make
the number of followers uniform among multiple swarms, by using the neighbor-crowd degree, the
local best evaluation value is derived. The neighbor-crowd degree accords with the number of devices
between itself and its neighboring device (Fig.3.3). If the neighbor-crowd degree for a neighbor is
large, that is, the swarm among the neighbors is crowded, the device follows another device with
a lower neighbor-crowd degree. The local best evaluation value with the neighbor-crowd degree is
derived so that the above behavior emerges:
N ji (t) = {x|x ∈ neighbori(t) ∩ neighbor j(t)} (3.21)
ELbesti (t) = minj∈neighbori(t)
{E j(t) + c4|N ji (t)|}, (3.22)
where N ji (t) is a neighbor-crowd degree of device i for neighbor device j at t and |N
j
i (t)| is the number
of elements of N ji (t).
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3.4 Simulation evaluation
This simulation validates the effectiveness of each proposal mechanisms, which are described in
chapter3.
Table 3.1: Simulation parameters of evaluation for MSC.
Parameters Values
Simulator ns3
Simulation time (sec) 5000
Number of trials for each simulation scenario 10
Number of devices 10ʙ40
Number of events 10ʙ40
Initial location of devices Origin (0,0), Radius 50 m
Uniform distribution
Initial location of events Origin (70,70), Radius 50 m
Uniform distribution
Actuation capacity of an event 300
Update cycle of velocity vector (sec) 0.1
T (dBm) in Eq.3.15 -50.6262
w 0.5
pb 1
lb 1
cS earch3 25
cCapture3 5
MupperS earch(m/sec) 1
MupperCapture(m/sec) 0.3
k in Eq.(3.12) 2
θ(◦) in Eq.(3.5) 30
Period without sensing physical information from event
to discard evaluation values in actuation phase (sec) 1
Coefficient of neighbor-crowd degree c4 -10
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Table 3.1: (cont’d) Simulation parameters of evaluation for MSC.
Parameters Values
Wireless communications IEEE802.11b
Transmission power (dBm) 17.0206
Path loss (dB) L0 + 10n log10(
d
d0
)
Path loss at reference distance L0 (dB) -46.6777
Reference distance d0 (m) 1
Propagation loss factor n 3
Radio wave reach distance (m) 250
Effective actuation radius (m) 5
Dc(m) 1
3.4.1 Simulation specifications
The simulation parameters are listed in Table 3.1. The devices and events are defined:
• A device is equipped with an IEEE802.11b interface and periodically advertises its information
(section 3.2.8).
• An event is equipped with an IEEE802.11b interface and periodically advertises a beacon.
• Each device distinguishes among events by MAC addresses in the beacon advertised from
events.
Each device receives information from its neighboring devices and beacons from events and derives
the following three evaluation values:
• Personal best evaluation value (EPbesti )
Based on Eqs.(3.19)(3.20), a personal best evaluation value is defined:
EPbest(K)i (t) = mink∈discoveryi(t)
{|RS S Iki (t)| + c4|DKi (t)|}, (3.23)
where RS S Iki (t) is the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), whose unit is dBm, of a
beacon received by device i from event K at t and discoveryi(t) is a set of events from which
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device i receives beacons at t. If a device cannot receive a beacon from any event, let the
personal best evaluation value be a positive infinity.
• Local best evaluation value (ELbesti )
Based on Eqs.(3.21) and (3.22), a local best evaluation value is defined:
ELbesti (t) = minj∈neighbor {E j(t) + c4|N
j
i (t)|}. (3.24)
• Self-evaluation value (Ei)
Based on Eq.(3.9), a self-evaluation value is defined:
Ei(t) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
EPbest(K)i (t)
i f EPbest(K)i (t) < minj∈neighbori(t)
{EPbest(K)j (t)}
ELbesti + |RS S ILbesti (t)|
otherwise,
(3.25)
where RS S ILbesti (t) is the RSSI of the information that device i received from a local best device
at t.
Each device derives the above evaluation values based on beacons from the event and interac-
tive information among neighbors, moves to the updated location with the evaluation values, and
advertises its information with the updated location and evaluation values. Each device performs a
sequence in a 1-sec period. If the distance between devices becomes lower than a threshold (Dc), it
judges that a collision has occurred. Assuming that the devices failed due to a collision, the colliding
devices stop advertising their information.
An event has an actuation capacity, which is the room necessary to complete an event’s capture.
The device in the actuating phase decreases 1 actuation capacity per one second. When the actuation
capacity of an event becomes 0, it disappears from the simulation field.
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Table 3.2: Comparison method of evaluation for MSC.
Pbest Lbest Collision avoidance Continuous search Dynamic multi-swarming
Method 1 ⃝ × ⃝ × ×
Method 2 ⃝ × × ⃝ ×
Method 3 ⃝ × ⃝ ⃝ ×
Method 4 ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ×
Proposed method ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝
3.4.2 Comparative evaluation
The proposed and comparative methods and their functions are shown in Table 3.2. The circles
present a method with the shown mechanism in the item of Table 3.2, and the crosses present a
method without it. Methods 1, 2, and 3 only search based on the personal best. Additionally, in
method 1, devices have a collision avoidance control, in method 2, they have a continuous search
control mechanism, and in method 3, they have above both control mechanisms. In method 4, the
devices search for and actuate events by forming a single swarm based on personal and local bests.
In the proposed method, devices form multiple swarms based on the dynamic multiple swarming
mechanism.
The simulation results are investigated with comparative items as shown below:
• Capture ratios for events
• Turnaround times to capture all events
• Collision ratios
• Transition in capture ratios
The turnaround time to capture of all the events presents the time to capture all events. If the devices
cannot complete searching for and actuating all the events, the turnaround time is given by the simu-
lation time. The collision ratio is a ratio of the number of devices that collided. The transition in the
capture ratio is the change in the capture ratio in time.
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Figure 3.4: Capture ratio.
3.4.3 Simulation results
The simulation results, which are the total result of searching and actuating, the dependence of
turnaround times on searching times and the dependence of turnaround times on actuating times, are
shown below.
3.4.3.1 Total result of searching and actuating
The capture ratios are shown in Fig.3.4. Methods 3, 4, and the proposed method completely
searched for and actuated all the events in all cases of the number of devices. Method 1 has no
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Figure 3.5: Turnaround times to capture all events.
continuous search mechanism, therefore, it failed to complete to the search, and only actuated 10ʙ
30% events. Its result is the worst among all the methods, because each device in it stops searching
for and actuating after one event. Method 2 does not have a collision avoidance mechanism and does
not complete its search for and its actuation of all the events in a small number of devices or a small
number of events. It is supposed that the devices concentrate in a small number of events when the
number of events is small, as the result, the number of active devices greatly decrease due to collision
between them.
The turnaround times to capture of all the events are shown in Fig.3.5. Method 1 does not complete
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Figure 3.6: Collision ratio
its search for and its actuation of all the events. Method 2 requires a longer turnaround time in most
cases than methods 3 and 4. The longer turnaround time in method 2 is caused by a decrease in the
number of devices due to collisions. The turnaround time in our proposed method is the smallest in all
the methods and the cases. Only the proposed method has a dynamic multiple swarming mechanism
that can divide a swarm into multiple swarms and avoid swarms of unbalanced size. Therefore, the
dynamic multiple swarming mechanism decreased the turnaround times for the proposed method
and outperformed the other methods when searching for and actuating multiple events. Detailed
evaluations and discussions are shown in sections 3.4.3.2 and 3.4.3.3.
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Figure 3.7: Transition in capture ratios with times for 40 nodes.
The collision ratio (Fig.3.6) in the methods with the collision avoidance mechanism is 0% in most
cases. On the other hand, in method 2, which does not have the collision avoidance mechanism, the
collision ratio increased as a natural result, and most devices collided with other devices. Therefore,
the collision avoidance mechanism is effective.
The transition in the capture ratio for 40 devices is shown in Fig.3.7. The proposed method
completes its search for and its actuation of all the events in the shortest time in all cases, and time
difference increases with more events.
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Figure 3.8: Turnaround times for capture capacity 1.
3.4.3.2 Dependence of turnaround times on searching times
Here, the dependence of the turnaround time on the searching times is shown. In order to consider
a scenario that only consists of the searching time, let the actuation capacity of all the events be 1. In
the parameters, methods 3, 4 and the proposed method are compared in term of the turnaround times
and the transition in the capture ratios that changes in time. The number of events is 1, 10, 20, and
30. The other simulation parameters are identical as in Table 3.1.
The turnaround times are shown in Fig.3.8, and the transitions in the capture ratios are shown in
Fig.3.9. When the number of events is 1, the turnaround times in method 4 and the proposed method
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Figure 3.9: Transition in capture ratios with times for capture capacity 1
are smaller than those in method 3. As the number of events increases, the turnaround times in method
3 are smaller than those in method 4, and in the proposed method they are the smallest among all the
methods, and the difference in the times between each method increases according as the number of
events increases.
In method 3, which utilizes only the personal best, each device behaves as a leader and indepen-
dently and selfishly searches for an event. On the other hand, in method 4 and the proposed method,
which both utilize the personal and local bests, the devices form a swarm. When the number of events
is 1, the search for an event requires one swarm. Therefore, when searching for one event, method
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4 and proposed method, whose devices form swarms and cooperate with the others, are superior to
method 3 where each device is independent and splits off on its own. As the number of events in-
creases, the search for multiple events requires a parallel search for each one. In method 4, which has
no dynamic multiple swarming mechanism, devices form only one swarm that sequentially searches
for multiple events. On the other hand, in method 3, each device independently splits off, and in
the proposed method with a dynamic multiple swarming mechanism, devices form multiple swarms,
and both methods can search for multiple events in parallel. Therefore, for searching for multiple
events, method 3 and the proposed method are superior to method 4. For searching for each event,
a search based on a swarm is superior to the independent and splitting off searches. The proposed
method is superior to method 3 because the proposed method searches cooperatively with other de-
vices and has high parallelism to search by dividing a swarm into multiple swarms. In all the cases,
the proposed method is superior to the others, and as the number of events increases, the time dif-
ference increases between the proposed method and the others. Therefore, in the search phase, the
proposed method with the dynamic multiple swarming mechanism can appropriately divide a swarm
into multiple swarms and balance the swarm sizes among multiple swarms.
3.4.3.3 Dependence of turnaround times on actuating times
Here, we show the dependence of the turnaround times on the actuating times. The number of
devices and events is 30, and the actuation capacity is varied from 100 to 1000. In addition, we
plot results with the actuation capacity of 1 in the same graph. The other simulation parameters are
identical as Table 3.1.
The dependence of the turnaround times on the actuation capacity is small(Fig.3.10). When the
actuation capacity is small, the turnaround time in method 3 is smaller than that in method 4. As
the actuation capacity of the events increases, the value in method 4 is smaller than that in method
3. The turnaround time in the proposed method is always the smallest. The turnaround time of
method 3 increases as the actuation capacity increases. The proposed method maintained its superior
performance in most cases.
When the actuation capacity is small, the differences in the actuation time to an event is small.
Therefore, in multiple events with small actuation capacity, actuation with splitting off is more ef-
fective than actuation with one aggregation, and method 3 is superior to method 4. As the actuation
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Figure 3.10: Dependence of turnaround times on capture capacity.
capacity of the events increases, actuation of an event requires more devices. Therefore, actuation
with one aggregation is more effective than actuation with splitting off, and method 4 is superior to
method 3. The turnaround time in the proposed method is always the smallest and superior to the
others. In the actuation phase, the proposed method with the dynamic multiple swarming mechanism
can also appropriately divide a swarm into multiple swarms and balance the swarm size among them.
3.5 Conclusions of MSC
In this chapter, assuming that the physical information from an event monotonically increases as
approaching an event and that each event can be distinguished based on its physical information, we
proposed an MSC with the following mechanisms based on wireless communications to reduce the
time to search and actuate and the actuation of multiple events whose location and number in the
occurrences are unknown:
• a mechanism that forms a swarm based on PSO;
• a mechanism that dynamically selects the nearest device to an event as a swarm leader;
• a mechanism that avoids collisions between devices;
• a mechanism that continuously searches for and actuates multiple events;
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• a mechanism that dynamically divides a swarm into multiple swarms and balances the swarm
size among multiple swarms.
MSC’s effectiveness was shown by the following simulation results:
• MSC can search for and actuate multiple unknown events in a short time.
• In both searching and actuating performances, MSC is overwhelmingly superior to the inde-
pendent parallel and collective methods.
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Chapter 4
Mutation Mobile Sensing Cluster
In chapter 3, the MSC assumed that each event can be distinguished based on the physical infor-
mation emitted by it. The physical information which corresponds to that assumption is radio waves
for data communications. Since they are artificially structuralized for data communications and an
event’s identity is inserted into the structures, events can be distinguished by radio waves for data
communications. However, in a real environment, most physical information emitted by a natural
phenomenon is unstructuralized and includes no information that can distinguish events. Therefore,
such physical information does not correspond to our assumption. In such indistinguishable physical
information for events, when a device is in an area where physical information from multiple events
overlap, it senses a strength that physical information from multiple events overlaps with each other.
In the situation, MSC searches for events by a single swarm because a device senses a strength that
physical information from multiple events overlaps with each other. Therefore, searching for and
actuating multiple events in MSC becomes sequential and requires more time.
In this chapter, we propose a mutation MSC, which is an MSC with a mutation mechanism, to
resolve the above issue caused by indistinguishable physical information for events. A mutation MSC
is composed of the following three mechanisms:
• a search and actuation mechanism based on PSO
• a swarm local division mechanism
• a swarm global division mechanism
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The search and actuation mechanism based on PSO is the mechanism proposed in chapter 3 . As
mentioned above, in indistinguishable physical information for events, the dynamic multiple swarm-
ing mechanism in MSC does not work because it compares personal best evaluation values per event,
and the swarm does not divide into multiple swarms for multiple events. Therefore, the above two
swarm division mechanisms based on the mutation mechanism are introduced to MSC instead of the
dynamic multiple swarming mechanism.
The swarm local division mechanism, when multiple events exist around a swarm, causes follow-
ers to mutate into leaders and a swarm to divide into multiple swarms in narrow areas. The swarm
global division mechanism, when multiple events are widely scattered, the swarm global division
mechanism causes normal device to mutate into heretic device which is newly introduced to the mu-
tation MSC, and leave the swarm, which divides into multiple swarms and diffuse widely.
4.1 Assumption in Mutation MSC
The assumption for autonomous mobile devices is identical as that in MSC. In indistinguish-
able physical information for events, since a mutation MSC cannot assume that an event can be
distinguished by its emitting physical information, it accordingly assumes that the device senses the
strength that physical information from multiple events overlaps with each other.
4.2 Search and actuation mechanism based on PSO
The search and actuation mechanism based on PSO consists of the following mechanism:
• a mechanism that forms a swarm based on PSO;
• a mechanism that dynamically selects the nearest device to an event as a swarm leader;
• a mechanism that avoids collisions between devices;
• a mechanism that continuously searches for and actuates multiple events.
See chapter 3 that scrutinizes the above mechanisms.
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4.3 Swarm local division mechanism
When multiple events are located around a swarm, the swarm local division mechanism divides
it into multiple swarms to search for and actuate indistinguishable multiple events in parallel. The
mechanism assumes that some followers in a swarm are located near events that are different from
the approaching event of swarm, which are located in the back of the swarm. In the assumption, the
followers cannot be aware of any nearby events due to indistinguishable events. Therefore, to divide
a swarm, the mechanism causes the followers in the back of the swarm to behave as follows:
• The follower recognizes his location in the swarm.
• When the follower recognizes that he is at the back of the swarm, he mutates into a leader and
leaves.
Location recognition in the swarm utilizes the neighbor-crowd degree, which accords with the
number of devices between a device and its neighboring devices (Fig.3.3). The neighbor-crowd de-
gree is formulated as follows. The neighbor-crowd degree and the updated rule of the local best
evaluation value (including the neighbor-crowd degree) are shown below:
N ji (t) = {x|x ∈ neighbori(t) ∩ neighbor j(t)}, (4.1)
where N ji (t) is the neighbor-crowd degree of device i for neighbor device j at t.
If the neighbor-crowd degree is high, a device recognizes that it is located at the back of the swarm.
Mutation into a leader is applied to the follower at back of the swarm who is expected to be near the
event that is different from the swarm’s approaching event. As mentioned above, the determination
that the follower is located at the back of the swarm can be achieved by the neighbor-crowd degree.
The determination that the follower is expected to be located near an event, which is different from
the approaching swarm event, is achieved by comparing the personal and local best evaluation values.
The personal best evaluation value corresponds to the distance from an event as a leader. On the other
hand, the local best evaluation value corresponds to the indirect distance from the event based on a
swarm as a follower. If the personal best evaluation value is smaller than the local best evaluation
value, it remains unclear whether the event for each evaluation value is different. But the follower is
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Figure 4.1: Behavior of a heretic device.
expected to be near the event and mutate into a leader. Then, the mutation causes the swarm to divide.
To increase the mutation from the follower to the leader as a backward location in the swarm, the
local best evaluation value is degraded by the neighbor-crowd degree (Eq.(4.2)). The above behavior
is formulated as follows:
ELbesti (t) = minj∈neighbori(t)
{E j(t) + c4|N ji (t)|}, (4.2)
pbi(t) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1 i f EPbesti (t) < minj∈neighbori(t)
{EPbestj (t)}
or EPbesti (t) < E
Lbest
i (t)
0 otherwise.
(4.3)
lbi(t) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 i f EPbesti (t) < minj∈neighbori(t)
{EPbestj (t)}
or EPbesti (t) < E
Lbest
i (t)
1 otherwise.
(4.4)
Based on Eqs.(4.3) and (4.4), even if the mutation increases from the follower to leader and the
swarm excessively divides into multiple swarms, those that search for the same event will approach
each other and eventually merge. Therefore, an appropriate number of swarms based on mutation can
be maintained for multiple events.
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4.4 Swarm global division mechanism
The swarm local division mechanism is effective when events are located around the swarm. How-
ever, it is unsuitable when multiple events are widely scattered. Therefore, we introduce the swarm
global division mechanism in order for the swarm to be divided into multiple swarms that search for
and actuate widely scattered multiple events. The mechanism spatially diffuses some devices, ignores
the swarm’s behavior, and increases opportunities to search for widely scattered multiple events in
parallel.
Consequently, the mechanism introduces a device that ignores swarm behavior, repulses its neigh-
bors, and goes far from the swarm. This is called a heretic device, in contrast to a normal device that is
a leader or a follower. A normal device, which mutates into a heretic device based on heretic mutation
probability Mp, behaves as a heretic device during heretic mutation period Mt. In the heretic device,
the mechanism works to realize emergence of behavior that ignores the swarm behavior, impulses to
the neighbors, and goes far from the swarm:
• To ignore the swarm behavior, a device does not search for events based on Eqs.(4.3) and (4.4);
it only searches for events based on its personal best.
• To repulse its neighbors and go far from the swarm, the device increases its collision avoidance
vectors.
In the first half of the heretic mutation period, the heretic device increases the collision avoidance
vectors to repulse its neighbors, leaves the swarm, and searches for events based on its personal best
to ignore swarm behavior. The above behavior is shown as a dotted arrow in Fig.4.1. In the second
half of the heretic mutation period, the heretic device restores a collision avoidance vector to the state
before the mutation, assuming that it sufficiently leaves the swarm, and searches for events based on
its personal best (solid arrow in Fig.4.1).
If the heretic mutation period expires, the heretic device mutates into a normal device and behaves
as a leader or a follower based on Eqs.(4.3) and (4.4). After the heretic mutation period, the device,
which is mutating from a heretic into a normal device, is located far away from the swarm, and events
around the device are likely to be different from the approaching events with the swarm. Therefore,
the local best in the device is degraded because the device moves far away from the swarm and is
likely to be a leader based on Eq.(4.3). Furthermore, the event that the device approaches as a leader
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Figure 4.2: Restriction on number of heretic devices.
is probably different from the event toward which the swarm is approaching. We expect the device
that is mutating from a heretic to a normal device to become a leader and form another swarm.
Each device independently determines its mutation to a heretic device based on the heretic mu-
tation probability. Consequently, the number of heretic devices might temporarily and accidentally
increase. In such cases, many devices leave the swarm and are dispersed randomly, causing the
search performance to deteriorate. Therefore, the mechanism sets an upper limit for the number of
heretic devices to prevent a decrease in the number of devices that comprise a swarm and increase in
the number of heretic devices. The restriction on mutation into a heretic device is executed in each
device:
• The device adds the information whether it is a normal or a heretic device to the interaction in-
formation, which includes its location, its personal best evaluation value, and its self-evaluation
value, and distributes it to its neighbors.
• The device derives the number of heretic devices among its neighbors based on receiving inter-
action information from its neighbors and maintains that number.
• The device determines the mutation into heretic devices by the heretic mutation probability and
a comparison between its maintained number of heretic devices and their upper limit.
As shown in Fig.4.2, the devices mutating into heretic devices are restricted to particular devices by
the above procedure in each device.
We formulated the increase in the collision avoidance vector to repulse the neighbors and leave
the swarm by collision avoidance weight c3:
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c3i(t) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
cHeretic3 i f P(Mp|Hi(t) ! Mu)
cS earch3 i f xi(t) − xi(t − At) > Ad
cCapture3 otherwise,
(4.5)
where P(·) is a probability, Hi(t) is the number of heretic devices in the neighbor of device i at time t,
and Mu is the upper limit of the heretic devices.
We redefine Eqs.(4.3) and (4.4) to realize emergence of the mutation behavior of the swarm local
division mechanism and the swarm global division mechanism in a device:
pbi(t) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1 i f P(Mp|Hi(t) ! Mu)
or EPbesti (t) < minj∈neighbori(t)
{EPbestj (t)}
or EPbesti (t) < E
Lbest
i (t)
0 otherwise.
(4.6)
lbi(t) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 i f P(Mp|Hi(t) ! Mu)
or EPbesti (t) < minj∈neighbori(t)
{EPbestj (t)}
or EPbesti (t) < E
Lbest
i (t)
1 otherwise.
(4.7)
4.5 Simulation evaluation
This simulation validates the effectiveness of mutation MSC.
Table 4.1: Simulation parameters of evaluation for mutation MSC.
Parameters Values
Simulator ns3
Simulation time (sec) 5000
Number of trials for each simulation scenario 10
Number of devices 10ʙ30
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Table 4.1: (cont’d) Simulation parameters of evaluation for mutation MSC.
Parameters Values
Number of events 10ʙ30
Initial location of devices (m × m) (30,30), Uniform distribution
Initial location of events (m × m) (100,100), Uniform distribution
Update cycle of velocity vector (sec) 0.1
Actuation capacity of an event 300
T (dBm) in Eq.3.15 -50.6262
At (sec) 10
Ad (m) 1
w 0.5
pb 1
lb 1
cS earch3 50
cCapture3 100
MupperS earch (m/sec) 1
MupperCapture (m/sec) 0.3
k in Eq.(3.12) 2
θ(◦) in Eq.(3.5) 30
Evaluation discard time of continuous control (sec) 1
Coefficient of neighbor-crowd degree c4 -10
Mp 1/1000
Mt(sec) 200
cHeretic3 100000
Wireless communications IEEE802.11b
Transmission power (dBm) 17.0206
Path loss (dB) L0 + 10n log10(
d
d0
)
Path loss at reference distance L0 (dB) -46.6777
Reference distance d0(m) 1
Propagation loss factor n 3
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Table 4.1: (cont’d) Simulation parameters of evaluation for mutation MSC.
Parameters Values
Radio wave reach distance (m) 250
Effective actuation radius (m) 5
Dc(m) 1
4.5.1 Simulation specifications
The simulation parameters are listed in Table 4.1 and the devices and events are defined:
• a device is equipped with an IEEE802.11b interface and periodically advertises its information
(section 3.2.8).
• an event emits indistinguishable physical information for an event.
Each device receives interaction information from its neighbors. The RSSI of the information from
neighboring devices and the beacons from events are treated as a dBm value. Each device also derives
the following three evaluation values:
• personal best evaluation value (EPbesti )
EPbesti (t) = E
dir
i (t) (4.8)
• local best evaluation value (ELbesti )
ELbesti (t) = minj∈neighbori(t)
{E j(t) + c4|N ji (t)|} (4.9)
• self-evaluation value (Ei)
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Ei(t) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
EPbesti (t)
i f EPbesti (t) < minj∈neighbori(t)
{EPbestj (t)}
or EPbesti (t) < E
Lbest
i (t)
ELbesti (t) + |RS S ILbesti (t)|
otherwise
(4.10)
Here RS S ILbesti (t) is the RSSI of the information received by device i from a device treated as a
local best device at t.
Each device derives the above evaluation values based on beacons from the event and interactive
information between neighbors, moves to the updated location with the evaluation values, and ad-
vertises its information with the updated location and evaluation values. Each device performs the
sequence in 1-sec periods. If the distance between devices becomes lower than a threshold (Dc), it
judges that a collision has happened. Assuming that the devices fail due to a collision, the colliding
devices stop advertising their information.
An event has an actuation capacity, which is the room necessary to complete an event’s capture.
The device in the actuating phase decreases 1 actuation capacity per sec. When the actuation capacity
of an event becomes 0, it disappears from the simulation field.
Assuming that a device cannot distinguish events by physical information, it can only sense the
strength of overlapped physical information from multiple events. Therefore, such strength by dis-
tance is shown as follows [57]:
Ediri (t) = log
1
2
n∏
j=1
d2i j(t). (4.11)
Eq.(4.11) monotonically increases as the product of the distance to the power of 2 to each event.
On the other hand, the strength of the physical information monotonically decreases as the n-th power
of the distance to the events. Therefore, Eq.(4.11) monotonically decreases as the product of the
strength of the overlapped physical information from multiple events and monotonically decreases
as the sum of the strength of the physical information from multiple events. That is, the personal
best evaluation value monotonically decreases as the strength of the overlapped physical information,
which is sensed by a device, from multiple events based on Eq.(4.11).
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Figure 4.3: Example of distribution of physical information emitted by events.
The distribution of the strength of the physical information based on Eq.(4.11) is shown in Fig.4.3.
The strength monotonically increases based on its approach to an event.
4.5.2 Comparative evaluation
The proposed and comparative methods and their functions are shown in Table 4.2. The circles
present that a method has the mechanism in item of Table 4.2, and the crosses present that it does not.
In method 1, the devices independently and scatteredly search for and actuate events only based on
their personal best. In method 2, devices search for and actuate events based on the MSC described
in chapter 3. In the proposed method, devices search for and actuate events based on mutation MSC
that introduces swarm local and global division mechanisms.
The comparative item is the turnaround time to search and actuate. If the devices cannot complete
searching for and actuating all events, the turnaround time is given by the simulation time.
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Table 4.2: Comparison methods of evaluation for mutation MSC.
Pbest Lbest Swarm local division Swarm global division
Method 1 ⃝ × × ×
Method 2 ⃝ ⃝ × ×
Proposed method ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝
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Figure 4.4: Turnaround time.
4.5.3 Simulation results
The simulation results, which are the total search and actuation results, the dependence of turnaround
times on Mu and Mp and the dependence of turnaround times on field size, are shown below.
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Figure 4.5: Dependence of turnaround times on Mu.
4.5.3.1 Total search and actuation results
The results are shown in Fig.4.4. In all the methods, the turnaround time decreased as the number
of devices increased and rose as the number of events increased. Method 2 requires more time to
search for and actuate all the events than the others. Method 1 decreases the turnaround times more
than method 2. The proposed method decreased the turnaround times more than others, and the
difference of the turnaround times between the proposed method and the others increased as the
number of devices and events increased.
In method 2, the devices form a single swarm and search for and actuate events. Since it does the
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Figure 4.6: Dependence of turnaround times on Mp.
search and actuation of multiple events one by one, the turnaround time largely increases. In method
1, the devices independently and scatteredly search for and actuate events; that is, they search for and
actuate them in parallel. But because they approach their nearest neighbor event, the parallel operation
is restricted to a local area in their neighborhood. On the other hand, in the proposed method, the
devices form local multiple swarms in local areas by the swarm local division mechanism, and some
devices are scattered widely and form swarms with the swarm global division mechanism; devices
form multiple swarms in wide areas. Consequently, the turnaround time in the proposed method
decreases more than those in methods 1 and 2.
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Figure 4.7: Dependence of number of heretic devices in time on Mu and Mp.
4.5.3.2 Dependence of turnaround times on Mu and Mp
The dependence of the turnaround times on the upper limit for heretic devices Mu is shown in
Fig.4.5. The turnaround time depends on Mu, and the dependency is generally convex downward
with Mu.
The dependence on Mu for the four cases of heretic mutation probability Mp are shown in Fig.4.6.
The dependence of turnaround time on Mp is generally convex downward regardless of the number of
devices or Mp, like in Fig.4.5. Therefore, Mu is a dominant parameter that minimizes the dependence
of the turnaround time. Because the devices randomly and independently mutate to the heretic devices
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Figure 4.8: Dependence of turnaround times on field size.
based on Mp, the number of heretic devices might increase temporarily and accidentally. Fig.4.7
shows the transition in the number of heretic devices based on Mp. Mu prevents a rapid increase in
the number of heretic devices by Mp. Therefore, based on Figs. 4.6 and 4.7, Mu prevents too many
devices from leaving the swarms and being scattered, and our proposed method reduces the temporary
degradation in the search performances. Mu decreases the turnaround times and controls the search
and actuation performances in the proposed method.
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4.5.3.3 Dependence of turnaround times on field size
The dependence of the turnaround times in the proposed and comparative methods on the field
size is shown in Fig.4.8. The turnaround time of each method increases as the field size increases. The
difference of the turnaround times between the proposed method and the others increases as the field
size increases. In the proposed method, devices mutate from normal to heretic and strongly repulse
their neighbors, go far from the swarm, and form swarms to events. The formed multiple swarms
disperse widely and rapidly to the field, and the proposed method effectively works for widely and
scattered events.
4.6 Conclusions of mutation MSC
In real environments, most physical information emitted by a natural phenomenon is unstruc-
turalized without any information that can distinguish events. Therefore, events are individually in-
distinguishable based on physical information. In chapter 4, assuming that events are individually
indistinguishable by the physical information emitted by them, we proposed a mutation MSC that
searches for and actuates a larger number of such events within a limited time. The mutation MSC
introduces the following two mechanisms to search for and actuate indistinguishable multiple events
in parallel by forming multiple swarms.
• Swarm local division mechanism
• Swarm global division mechanism
The swarm local division mechanism divides a swarm into multiple swarms by mutating nodes from
a follower to a leader based on the swarm’s density and searches for and actuates indistinguishable
multiple events in local areas. The swarm global division mechanism spreads devices by mutating
nodes from normal to heretic devices, forms swarms in wide areas, and searches for and actuates
indistinguishable multiple events in wide areas.
In simulation evaluations, the mutation MCS’s effectiveness was shown:
• the mutation MSC decreased the turnaround times better than the MSC and a random search.
• the difference of the turnaround times increased as the field size increases.
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• the performance of the search and actuation in the mutation MSC, which is dependent on the
upper limit for the number of heretic devices, can be controlled by using it.
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Chapter 5
Dynamic swarm-scale MSC
MSC assumes that the strength of the physical information sensed by a device monotonically
increases as a device approaches an event which is a source of physical information. However, in a
real environment, physical information includes random errors caused by an obstacle or interference
and its strength does not necessarily monotonically increase as a device approaches an event. In
such environments, the swarms in an MSC is required long time to search for and actuate multiple
unknown events for long period of time because they are moving in the incorrect direction to an event.
In this chapter, a dynamic swarm-scale MSC is proposed to search for and actuate multiple un-
known events in noisy environments where the strength of the physical information includes random
errors. The dynamic swarm-scale MSC is an MSC with a dynamic scale mechanism. This dynamic
swarm-scale mechanism adapts the spatial scale in the swarm to the strength of the physical informa-
tion emitted by events and provides a swarm with tolerance to random error.
This chapter first outlines the basic MSC model and then describes a swarm’s behavior in noisy
environments and a dynamic swarm-scale MSC. Finally, the effectiveness of the dynamic swarm-scale
MSC is shown with simulation evaluations.
5.1 Basic MSC model
In this section, the basic MSC model is described.
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5.1.1 Search and actuation mechanism based on PSO
The search and actuation mechanism based on PSO consists of the following mechanisms:
• a mechanism that forms a swarm based on PSO.
• a mechanism that dynamically selects the nearest device to an event as a swarm’s leader.
• a mechanism that avoids collisions between devices.
• a mechanism that continuously searches for and actuates multiple events.
See chapter 3 for the details of the above mechanism.
5.1.2 Dynamic multiple-swarming mechanism
The dynamic multiple-swarming mechanism consists of the following mechanisms:
• a mechanism that divides a swarm into multiple swarms based on multiple events with the
event-crowd degree.
• a mechanism that makes the number of followers uniform among multiple swarms with the
neighbor-crowd degree.
See chapter 3 for details of the above mechanisms.
5.2 MSC swarm behavior in noisy environments
In an environment whose physical information does not include random errors, the strength of the
physical information emitted by events monotonically increases when approaching the event. The
increase in the strength of the physical information sensed by the device corresponds to a decrease
in the distance between the device and the event. In MSC, the device nearest the event (Fig.5.1a) is
selected as a leader, which the other devices follow.
A noisy environment, where the physical information is sensed by a device, includes random
errors, and two incorrect behaviors emerge in an MSC swarm. One is that the leader moves in an
incorrect direction to an event: in a direction where the personal best evaluation value decreases, that
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is, the sensing strength of the physical information increases, and turns its direction to the opposite
direction when the personal best evaluation value increases. But as shown in Fig.5.1b, the leader
moves in an incorrect direction because the strength of the physical information from events oscillates
by random error, and a decrease in the personal best evaluation value does not necessarily correspond
to the approach to an event. Consequently, MSC requires more time to search for events. The incorrect
behavior is called Pbest error.
The other is the leader-selection error shown on Fig.5.1c. In a noisy environment, the strength of
the physical information from events oscillates by random error, and the decrease in the personal best
evaluation value does not necessarily correspond to the approach to an event. Therefore, a device with
the smallest personal best evaluation value is not necessarily nearest the event (device j on Fig.5.1c).
An incorrect device was selected as a leader in the swarm. Consequently, the swarm spent more time
searching for and actuating events.
The Pbest error is incorrect behavior in an individual leader, who retains the nearest device to an
event without any occurrence in the leader-selection error. On the other hand, the leader-selection
error is incorrect behavior in the swarm; all the devices behave incorrectly. Therefore, the leader-
selction error more strongly impacts the searching actuation performance than the Pbest error.
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5.3 Dynamic swarm-scale mechanism
The dynamic swarm-scale MSC avoids the leader-selection error in a noisy environment by using
a dynamic swarm-scale mechanism. If the distance is small between the devices in a swarm, that is,
the swarm’s scale is spatially small, the devices in it are located near each other, and their evaluation
values that are near the event are also close to each other. Therefore, the relation between their
evaluation values on spatially small-scale swarms is easily disordered by random error in the physical
information, and leader-selection error occurs easily (Fig.5.2a). In other words, a spatially small-
scale swarm sensitively reacts to random error in the physical information. On the other hand, if the
distance between devices in a swarm is large, that is, if the swarm scale is spatially large, the devices
in it are located far from each other, and their evaluation values are clearly different. Therefore,
the relation between their evaluation value on a spatially large-scale swarm is difficult to disrupt by
random error in the physical information, and leader-selection error rarely occurs (Fig.5.2b). In other
words, a spatially large-scale swarm can absorb the random error in its physical information.
As mentioned above, a dynamic swarm-scale mechanism spatially inflates the swarm to eliminate
leader-selection error. However, if the swarm scale remains large, the number of actuating devices
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Figure 5.3: Transition of c3 with dynamic swarm-scale mechanism.
around an event decreases. On the other hand, the random errors in the physical information will
probably decrease when approaching an event. Therefore, a dynamic swarm-scale mechanism spa-
tially shrinks the swarm as it approaches events and obtains a sufficient number of devices in the
actuation phase. At a point far from the event, the mechanism inflates the swarm’s scale to absorb
random errors and shrinks its scale for more devices to actuate when approaching an event. For the
above behavior to emerge in a swarm, the mechanism utilizes the avoidance weight in Eq.(3.12),
which represents the repulsive force among the devices:
ci3(t) =
ycLc
yc + (Lc − yc)e−rcEi(t)
, (5.1)
where yc is a lower limit of the avoidance weight, Lc is its upper limit, and rc is its slope.
In Fig.5.3, the x-axis shows the distance to an event, and the y-axis shows the c3 in Eq.(5.1).
Based on Fig.5.3, c3 inflates the scale of a swarm at a point far from an event and shrinks it when
approaching an event by controlling the avoidance weight based on a device’s evaluation value.
5.4 Simulation evaluation
This simulation validates the effectiveness of dynamic swarm-scale MSC.
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5.4.1 Simulation specifications
The simulation parameters are listed in Table 5.1. The devices and events are defined as follows:
• a device is equipped with an IEEE802.11b interface and periodically advertises its information
(section 3.2.8).
• an event is equipped with an IEEE802.11b interface and periodically advertises a beacon that
includes event identities as an MAC address.
Each device receives information from its neighboring devices and beacons from the events. The
information’s RSSI from the neighboring devices and the beacons from the events are treated as a
dBm value. Each device also derives the following three evaluation values:
Table 5.1: Simulation parameters of evaluation for dynamic swarm-scale MSC.
Parameters Values
Simulator ns3
Simulation time (sec) 5000
Number of trials for each simulation scenario 10
Number of devices 10∼30
Number of events 1,10∼30
Initial location of devices (m×m) (30,30), Uniform distribution
Initial location of events (m×m) (100,100), Uniform distribution
Update cycle of velocity vector (sec) 0.1
Inertia weight w 0.5
Avoidance degree k 2
Coefficient of event crowd degree -10
Random number space for β in Eq.(3.5) [−30, 30]
Mupper in search phase (m/sec) 1
Mupper in actuation phase (m/sec) 0.3
Actuation capacity of event 300
Wireless communications IEEE802.11b
Transmission power (dBm) 17.0206
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Table 5.1: (cont’d) Simulation parameters of evaluation for dynamic swarm-scale MSC.
Parameters Values
Fading model Rician fading
K-factor (dB) 1
Transition threshold to actuation phase (dBm) -50.6262
Distance to collision Dc (m) 1
yc in Eq.(5.1) 5
Lc in Eq.(5.1) 1000
rc in Eq.(5.1) 0.1 and 0.3
• Personal best evaluation value (EPbesti )
Based on Eqs.(3.19) and (3.20), a personal best evaluation value is defined:
EPbest(K)i (t) = mink∈discoveryi(t)
{|RS S Iki (t)| + c4|DKi (t)|}, (5.2)
where RS S Iki (t) is the RSSI of a beacon that device i receives from K at t and discoveryi(t) is
a set of events from which device i receives beacons at t. If a device cannot receive a beacon
from any event, let the personal best evaluation value be a positive infinity.
• Local best evaluation value (ELbesti )
Based on Eqs.(4.1) and (4.2), a local best evaluation value is defined:
ELbesti (t) = minj∈neighbor {E j(t) + c4|N
j
i (t)|}. (5.3)
• Self-evaluation value (Ei)
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Based on Eq.(3.9), a self-evaluation value is defined:
Ei(t) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
EPbest(K)i (t)
i f EPbest(K)i (t) < minj∈neighbori(t)
{EPbest(K)j (t)}
ELbesti + |RS S ILbesti (t)|
otherwise,
(5.4)
where RS S ILbesti (t) is the RSSI of the information that device i received from a device treated
as a local best device at t.
Each device derives the above evaluation values based on a beacon from the event and interactive
information between neighbors, moves to the updated location with the evaluation values, and adver-
tises its information with updated location and evaluation values. Each device performs the sequence
in 1-sec periods. If the distance between devices becomes lower than a threshold (Dc), it judges that
they have collided. Assuming that the devices fail due to a collision, the colliding devices stop and
quit advertising their information.
An event has an actuation capacity, which is the room necessary to complete an event’s capture.
The device in the actuating phase decreases 1 actuation capacity per sec. When the actuation capacity
of an event becomes 0, it disappears from the simulation field.
In this simulation, we assumed that the physical information from an event is radio waves. As
the radio propagation model, we applied the rice-fading model [58] to simulate the random error of
physical information as one example to the simulation evaluation, and the RSSI includes random
errors based on it.
5.4.1.1 Comparative evaluation
In this simulation, we compared the four methods listed in Table 5.2. Methods 1 and 2 are mech-
anisms based on MSC, as described in chapter 3. The c3 of the previous method 1 is 25, and the c3
of the previous method 2 is 1000. Therefore, the previous method 1 searches for an event by a con-
stantly small-scale swarm, and the previous method 2 searches for an event by a constantly large-scale
swarm. Our proposed methods 1 and 2 are mechanisms with a dynamic swarm-scale mechanism. The
rc in Eq.(5.1) of proposed method 1 is 0.3, and that of proposed method 2 is 0.1. That is, proposed
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Table 5.2: Comparison methods of evaluation for dynamic swarm-scale MSC.
c3 in search phase c3 in search phase
Previous method 1 25 5
Previous method 2 1000 5
Proposed methods 1 c3 is controlled dynamically
Proposed method 2 c3 is controlled dynamically
method 1 shrinks the swarm scale more rapidly than proposed method 2 when approaching an event.
The four methods were evaluated by turnaround time, which is the time to finish searching for and
actuating all events. If the devices cannot complete searching for and actuating at all events, let the
turnaround time be the simulation time.
5.5 Simulation Results
The simulation results, which are the turnaround times, the dependence of turnaround times on
actuating times and the dependence of turnaround times on searching times, are shown below.
5.5.1 Turnaround times
The simulation results are shown in Fig.5.4. Proposed method 1 outperformed previous methods
1 and 2 regardless of the number of devices and events. Proposed method 1 was almost equivalent
to proposed method 2 when the number of events was 1, but it was superior in other cases. Proposed
method 1 maintained a large swarm scale and shrunk it when an event was rapidly approaching.
To absorb random errors, maintaining a large swarm scale until approaching an event is effective.
However, when approaching an event, shrinking the swarm scale is effective because of the significant
decrease in the random errors from an event.
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Figure 5.4: Turnaround times when actuation capacity is 300.
5.5.2 Dependence of turnaround times on actuating times
The dependence of the turnaround times on the actuating times when the actuation capacity is
varied from 100 to 500 is shown in Fig.5.5. Proposed methods 1 and 2 and previous method 1 were
almost equivalent. Previous method 2 was significantly inferior to the others. Proposed methods 1
and 2 shrank the swarm scale near an event, and previous method 1 kept it small; therefore, a large
number of devices could actuate an event, which reduced the time. Previous method 2 kept the swarm
scale large, and the number of devices near an event was small; the number of actuating devices to
the event was also small. Therefore, previous method 2 required more time to actuate an event.
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Figure 5.5: Dependence of turnaround times on actuation capacity.
5.5.3 Dependence of turnaround times on searching times
Figure 5.6 shows the turnaround time when the actuation capacity was 1. Proposed method 1
outperformed the others regardless of the number of devices and events. The swarm-scale mechanism
(section 5.5.1) increased the search capability and absorbed random errors.
Table 5.3 lists the ratios of the leader-selection error and the pbest error of a leader. As mentioned
above, the leader-selection error is incorrect behavior when the device, which is not the nearest to an
event, is selected as a leader. The pbest error is incorrect behavior when the leader moves away from
an event due to pbest with random error.
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Figure 5.6: Turnaround times when actuation capacity is 1.
Table 5.3 shows that the pbest error of a leader for each method ranged from 28 to 37%, and
the maximum difference among the methods was about 10%. The leader-selection error for each
method ranged from 48 to 74%, and the difference among previous method 1, which kept the swarm
scale small, and the other three methods, which kept the swarm scale large at a point far from an
event, was about 25%. The leader was correctly selected by inflating the swarm scale at a point far
from an event. By inflating the swarm scale, the difference in the evaluation value between devices
increased and became so large that it was not affected by the random error. As a result, the disorder
in the relations between the personal best evaluation values derived by each device decreased, and the
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Table 5.3: Ratio of two incorrect behaviors in noisy environment.
Leader-selection error Pbest error of leader
Previous method 1 74.03% 37.69%
Previous method 2 48.86% 34.52%
Proposed method 1 51.38% 28.77%
Proposed method 2 57.42% 34.65%
leader was correctly selected.
Based on the above simulation results, our proposed method, which dynamically controls a swarm’s
scale, reduces the turnaround time even in a noisy environment.
5.6 Conclusions of dynamic swarm-scale MSC
In this chapter, a dynamic swarm-scale MSC was proposed to search for and actuate a large
number of events in noisy environments where the strength of the physical information from an event
oscillates due to random error. The proposed method spatially inflated a swarm’s scale in the search
phase and causes the swarm to absorb the oscillation in the strength of the physical information by
random error and to accept such error. The proposed method also shrinks the scale of the swarm as
it approaches events, and as the random error in the physical information from events decreases, the
swarm rapidly begins to focus on events.
Our simulation evaluations showed that the proposed method decreased the time to search for and
actuate multiple events in a noisy environment.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
As alternatives to humans in the near future, such autonomous mobile devices as robots and un-
manned aerial vehicles are expected to search for and actuate diverse emergent events whose locations
and numbers are unknown. When an autonomous mobile device searches for and actuates unknown
events, it searches based on sensing the physical information emitted by an event, such as smell and
temperature, and when it reaches an event, it processes the event based on its actuating function. In
this thesis, we proposed a Mobile Sensing Cluster (MSC) to search for and actuate a large number of
events whose locations and numbers are unknown in a limited time. MSC expands Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) to achieve appropriate balancing of parallelism and collaboration in searching for
and actuation of multiple unknown events and can dynamically form multiple swarms. In MSC with
wireless communications, each devise shares searching and actuating information among its neigh-
bors and forms multiple swarms with them to search for and actuate multiple unknown events. In this
thesis, we proposed three MSC schemes and applied them to the following assumptions for events.
• The strength of the physical information emitted by an event increases accordingly as approach-
ing event, and the events are distinguishable from each other based on its emitting physical
information.
• The strength of the physical information emitted by an event monotonically increases accord-
ingly as approaching event, and the events are indistinguishable from each other based on its
emitting physical information.
• The strength of the physical information emitted by an event includes random error, and the
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events are distinguishable from each other based on its emitting physical information.
In chapter 3, we proposed an MSC for the strength of the physical information emitted by events
monotonically increasing as approaching and distinguishable events, and described the following
mechanisms that constitute MCS:
• a mechanism that forms a swarm based on PSO.
• a mechanism that dynamically selects the nearest device to an event as a swarm’s leader.
• a mechanism that avoids collisions between devices.
• a mechanism that continuously searches for and actuates multiple events.
• a mechanism that dynamically divides a swarm into multiple swarms and balances the swarm
size among multiple swarms.
Furthermore, MSC effectiveness was shown by the simulation evaluation as follows:
• MSC can search for and actuate multiple unknown events in a short time.
• In both searching and actuating performances, MSC is overwhelmingly superior to the inde-
pendent parallel and collective methods.
In chapter 4, we proposed a mutation MSC for the strength of physical information emitted by
events that monotonically increase as approaching indistinguishable events and described the follow-
ing two mechanisms introduced to it:
• The swarm local division mechanism searches for and actuates multiple indistinguishable events
in local areas by a mutation from follower to leader.
• Swarm global division mechanism searches for and actuates multiple indistinguishable events
in a wide area by mutation from normal to heretic devices.
In the simulation evaluation, the effectiveness of a mutation MCS was shown:
• The mutation MSC largely decreased the turnaround time more than the MSC and a random
search.
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• The difference of the turnaround times increased as the field size increased.
• The search and actuation performance in the mutation MSC is dependent on the upper limit for
the number of heretic devices and can be controlled by using it.
In chapter 5, we proposed a dynamic swarm-scale MSC for the strength of the physical infor-
mation from distinguishable events with random error and described the mechanism in a dynamic
swarm-scale MSC:
• In the search phase, the mechanism inflates the swarm and provides it with a tolerance capability
to random error in the physical information from events.
• In the actuation phase and where the swarm is near events, the mechanism shrinks the swarm
and provides it with high actuation capability to events.
The simulation evaluation showed that the mechanism decreases the time to search for and actuate
multiple events in a noisy environment.
In all of the above assumptions for events, the proposed mechanisms for MSC that forms multiple
swarms by using autonomous mobile devices can quickly search for and actuate a large number of
multiple unknown events, and their effectiveness is very high.
Finally, we describe the future works. The future works are as follows:
• Fusion with mutation MSC and dynamic swarm-scale MSC.
• Implementation and experiment for the above fusion MSC.
The first work will adapt MSC to the indistinguishable event in nosy environment. The mutation
MSC is adapted to the indistinguishable event whose strength overlaps with others and the dynamic
swarm-scale MSC is adapted in noisy environment with random errors. Therefore, The adaptation
of MSC to indistinguishable event in nosy environment will be realized by the fusion with the two
schemes for MSC.
The second work will verify the effectiveness of the fusion MSC in a real environment where
the event is indistinguishable and where the strength of physical information from event includes
random errors. For the verification, the fusion MSC will be implemented and experimented, by using
iRobot Roomba or E-puck2 as autonomous mobile robot, and by using Bluetooth or WiFi as wireless
communications.
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